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� e entertainment capital 
of the world, Los Angeles 
rolls out the red carpet 
for meetings and events, 
from intimate gatherings 
to large-scale conventions. 

Los Angeles is a collection of diverse 
neighbourhoods, each one brimming with 
unique experiences, acclaimed dining, world-
class attractions and endless entertainment.  

Our year-round near-perfect weather 
and every activity under the sun mean that 
meeting and event professionals will be 
engaged, entertained and inspired. A diverse 
population, deep talent pool of thought 
leaders, prestigious universities and Paci� c 

Rim location make L.A. an irresistible magnet 
for collaboration and fostering new ideas.

From restored classic theatres to signature 
landmarks and everything in between, our 
robust collection of only-in-L.A. experiences 
deliver an authentic destination experience 
like no other. Events are elevated to red-carpet 
a� airs at real-working movie studios and 
iconic venues that host prestigious Hollywood 
award ceremonies. We look forward to 
meeting some of the C&IT A Listers on 
special trip to Los Angeles featuring the 
American Music Awards in November 2017.
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THE         LIST

A word from our headline partner

Susie Harwood,  
Acting Editor, 
C&IT
susie.harwood@
haymarket.com
@SusieHarwood

I 
t’s hard to believe that C&IT’s A 
List – celebrating the top agency 
players aged 35 and under – is 
now in its ninth year! But here 
we are with another 35 talented 
event professionals from the 

top UK agencies named by their bosses 
as the industry’s rising stars. � is bright 
bunch has already delivered inspiring 
meetings and incentives across the globe 
from Bangkok to the Bahamas. � ey have 
overcome all manner of challenges, from 
major tech failures to missing delegates, 
and worked to the tightest of lead times, 
proving they are truly deserving of their 
spot in our exclusive annual A List. Like 
our A List alumni, many of whom have 
gone on to become directors at leading 
agencies or launched their own successful 
ventures, we have great hopes for you. 
Congratulations to all those featured 
in our A List 2017! We wish you every 
success in your future endeavours.
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Adra Bentamoune  30
TEAM MANAGER
GRASS ROOTS MEETINGS & EVENTS
Adra started at Grass Roots straight from 
university working on conference 
administration and invoicing for the 
venue finding team. Now, she leads a 
team of five people.

Boss says Lorna Herriott, operations 
manager: “Always prepared to go the extra 
mile, Adra embodies the Grass Roots 
values and has excellent working 
relationships with her team.”
Best project I’ve worked on The best projects 
I work on are the international events 
where we have to try and find obscure 
venues in inspirational destinations.
Most challenging moment When I have a 
small budget but the client has high 
standards. Working with the venue to try 
and find a compromise can be a challenge.
Dream client A project for a fashion client 
because they’re usually more creative, with 
an eye for the warehouse venues and cool 
restaurants. 
Alternative career I studied psychology so 
I could have continued down that route and 
become a therapist.
Goals before 40 To continue moving up the 
ranks at Grass Roots and to travel around 
the world.

Kate Petty, 30
EXHIBITION PROJECT MANAGER 
WRG
Kate received her break at a Cheadle-
based event agency before taking on a role 
as project coordinator in WRG’s 
pharmaceutical congress team, where she 
has been for five and a half years.

Boss says “On joining the team, we knew 
Kate was a rising star. Having made the 
transition from live events to the 
environments team about 18 months ago 
her achievements have more than exceeded 
any of our expectations,” says Mark 
Jackson, head of environments.
Best project I’ve worked on We delivered 
a pharmaceutical product launch in which 

we transformed the venue environment 
each day from a patient’s waiting room to 
a research lab. The level of engagement 
from the delegates was so rewarding.
Most challenging moment We built an 
interactive plasma wall made up of 
27 screens for a major congress. On the 
first morning we had beams of sunlight 
hitting the screen, which caused it to 
malfunction. We had to rework all the 
technology until we could get the venue to 
close the blind.
Dream client An installation for some of my 
favourite artists would be a dream.
Alternative career Theatre producer 
Goals before 40 To see more women in 
executive positions in our industry and 
hopefully be one of them.

Sarah Mitchell, 26
HEAD OF EVENTS 
TEAM SPIRIT
Sarah completed a placement at Team 
Spirit during her event management 
degree. The CEO took her on as his PA in 
her final year before she was employed as 
an event manager after graduating.

Boss says “You almost can’t believe that 
Sarah is only 26 , displaying attitude and 
experience way beyond her years. She oozes 
a nothing-is-too-much-trouble attitude, 
events are her passion and she manages to 
balance the big picture with fine details 
perfectly,” says CEO Ian Taylor.
Best project I’ve worked on A 1,000 delegate  
festival-themed conference at Manchester 

THE A LIST 2017

(left to right) 
Adra Bentamoune,

Kate Petty,
Sarah Mitchell,
Clare O’Byrne,
Zara Kerwood
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Central. We held the conference during the 
day and turned the venue into a park for the 
evening event. 
Most challenging moment We were holding 
a conference in London and the LED wall 
wasn’t working. At that moment you have 
to explore plans B and C. I’ve learned to be 
more prepared for the future.
Dream client Working with Elton John at 
the Brit Awards. It’s a big show with a less 
restrained budget.
Alternative career I’d love to be an interior 
designer – buy an old house and completely 
do it up from scratch.
Goals before 40 I’d like to lead a team and 
be well established, having run several large 
global events. Mostly, I don’t want to be the 
girl who sits at a desk.

Clare  O’Byrne, 33
SENIOR PRODUCTION MANAGER 
MCI UK
Clare began as a production assistant for 
Girls Aloud and The Eagles’ live shows 
before joining Fisher in 2007. Five years 
later she progressed to production manager 
at MCI where she has been ever since.

Boss says “The thing that stands out about 
Clare is her attitude towards work. Clare 
rarely has an off-day; she remains diligent, 
proactive and focussed in all she does or 
undertakes – a rare find. Clare’s openness 
to learning is a joy, she listens carefully and 
works hard to understand, questioning 
until things are clear,” says Mark Ford, 
head of creative communications.

Best project I’ve worked on The Royal 
Wedding. Being part of it was brilliant, 
I feel very proud.
Most challenging moment Working in 
production you’re largely reliant on 
technology, sometimes the power goes out. 
Every event has its own challenges.
Dream client One of the big Las Vegas 
shows. The level of production is incredible 
and there are live events every night.
Alternative career Television and film relates 
to what I do now. I’ve already worked in 
music and events so this would be the next 
great thing to experience.
Goals before 40 To keep on broadening my 
experience. You learn something new or a 
better way to do things at every event. 

Zara Kerwood, 26
DIGITAL PROJECT MANAGER
GEORGE P JOHNSON
Zara’s first agency job was working on a 
digital team. Prior to that she worked on 
festivals and then a tech start-up.

Boss says Nick Riggall, head of digital 
strategy: “Zara’s commitment to create 
best-in-class experiences, combined with 
the ability to build complex digital project 
teams has delivered an enviable list of new, 
innovative work for GPJ clients. With a 
curiosity to explore new technology, she 
continues to push the boundaries of how 
and what we create to grow our clients’ 
businesses shaping the direction of our 
agency for the better.”
Best project I’ve worked on I don’t think of it 
like that because I’m always looking for the 
next challenge. I work across so many 
different areas and I love the variation.
Most challenging moment Since being at GPJ 
I’ve helped build the in-house digital team, 
which was a massive challenge.
Dream client Somebody who knows what 
they want but allows us to be creative. 
I don’t mind who the actual client is.
Alternative career Creating or building 
something that hasn’t been invented yet.
Goals before 40 To create something game 
changing within the industry that stands 
out and has a real impact for the client.

“We delivered 
a product 
launch in 
which we 

transformed 
the venue 
each day 

from a 
patient’s 
waiting

room to a 
research lab”

K AT E PET T Y, W RG
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Heather Sharp  27
ACCOUNT DIRECTOR 
ASHFIELD MEETINGS AND EVENTS
Heather joined Ashfield straight out of 
university and in six years she has 
progressed from an entry-level position to 
a director role.

Boss says “Heather’s experience and 
knowledge, aligned with her account 
development and people skills, have been 
instrumental in achieving growth across 
her client accounts. It has been great to 
watch her career grow with us,” says 
Nicola Burns, global managing director.
Best project I’ve worked on Last May we 
worked with a client who had a box in the 
royal area for The Queen’s 90th birthday. It 
was such an extraordinary event.
Most challenging moment I got called upon 
to assist with an event in the Bahamas at 
short notice, which is a difficult destination 
to work in logistically. The amount of times 
I had to be on site during the course of a 
month was challenging.
Dream client I would love to take a client on 
an incentive to Iceland to go whale 
watching and see the Northern Lights.
Alternative career I’d open a pub called 
‘Paws and Pints’. People would come in for 
a pint while we groomed their dogs.
Goals before 40 To continue being 
challenged and to help mentor more people 
within the company.

Rayna Jeffery, 32
SENIOR EVENT PRODUCER 
VISTA
After university, Rayna went straight into 
an events role in London before delivering 
international projects for a publishing 
company. Following a stint in Jack 
Morton’s Australia office Rayna returned 
to the capital and joined Vista. 

Boss says “With a willingness to take 
challenges head on, a great personality and 
a wicked sense of humour, she’s a truly 
treasured member of the Vista team,” says 
Gemma Mortimore, group events director.
Best project I’ve worked on For four years 
running I helped deliver an exhibition in 
Cape Town, which was always great fun. 
It’s such a special destination.
Most challenging moment When I moved to 
Melbourne I had to start right at the 

bottom and prove myself again to secure an 
agency role.
Dream client An event that allows you to be 
creative and has a big production budget, 
such as the MTV Awards.
Alternative career A graphic designer – I’ve 
always enjoyed the design part of my role.
Goals before 40 To still be in a challenging 
role where I get to experience new things.

Chris Goundrill, 34 
COMMERCIAL DIRECTOR 
CWT MEETINGS & EVENTS
Chris completed a marketing degree 
which had several elements in events that 
he wanted to pursue. He was taken on
by a small company which gave him 
varied experience in the industry. While 
there Chris realised he preferred a client-
facing role.

Boss says “Chris is an outstanding 
individual and a natural leader who is 
destined for great things within CWT 
M&E,” says Paul Stoddart, managing 
director, M&E UK.
Best project I’ve worked on An event for the 
Unilever haircare team in Provence, 

“A hotelier 
once broke 

down in tears 
in front of me 
and my client 
because there 

was an issue 
with a 

meeting 
space”
BET H A N Y 

CH A M BER L A I N,
T H E A PPOI N TM EN T 

GROU P (left to right) 
Heather Sharp,
Rayna Jeffery,

Chris Goundrill,
Janine Hart,

Bethany Chamberlain
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France. The event brief was to get the
new team together to encourage 
communication. It was amazing to see the 
objectives reflected in the results and to 
be a part of it.
Most challenging moment My wake-up 
alarm going off at 5am in order to commute 
from Bristol. 
Dream client I’m a dedicated sports fan,
so possibly the Olympics or FIFA World 
Cup.
Alternative career I love both sports and 
talking so a sports commentator is a career 
I would feel passionate about.
Goals before 40 I’d like to look at running 
an operation for a CWT office, but as long 
as I’m in a role where I feel passionate, 
that’s what I want to continue doing.

Janine Hart, 29
EVENT MANAGER 
PURE EVENTS
Janine’s experience in the events industry 
ranges from sitting on the committee for 
the Notting Hill Carnival to delivering 
projects for a large media company. After 
a stint in exhibitions, she joined Pure 
Events last year.

Boss says “Janine has shown herself as the 
ultimate team player and a consummate 
professional when it comes to dealing with 
any challenge presented. She’ll always find 
a way to deliver,” says managing director 
Charlotte Wilson.
Best project I’ve worked on Last year we 
delivered a series of conferences and events 

for a media client in Lake Maggiore, Italy 
across five days. The destination was 
stunning and not what the client was used 
to experiencing.
Most challenging moment We delivered an 
incentive for 50 delegates in Croatia with 
an incredible programme. The weather 
forecast changed at the last minute and it 
rained for nearly the entire trip. We had to 
change the whole programme.
Dream client Coming from a creative 
background, I’d love to work on Coachella.
Alternative career A dancer – I’ve been street 
dancing since I was seven years old.
Goals before 40 I would love to set up a 
new office in a different country for Pure 
Events.

Bethany Chamberlain, 27
SENIOR EVENT MANAGER
THE APPOINTMENT GROUP
Bethany’s first events role came as an 
event administrator with Nissan at the car 
brand’s activation at The O2. After a brief 
career change as a bespoke tailor, her 
passion for events led her back to the 
industry securing an event manager role 
with The Appointment Group.

Boss says “Always positive, enthusiastic 
and proactive, Bethany learns from 
experience, takes feedback on board and 
is keen to expand her event knowledge 
and experience,” says event director, 
Marjory Brown.
Best project I’ve worked on We took 25 
delegates on an ultra-luxury trip to Japan 
incorporating lots of sightseeing and fun 
dinners in and around Tokyo, staying at the 
iconic Park Hyatt.
Most challenging moment A hotelier once 
broke down in tears in front of me and my 
client because there was an issue with a 
meeting space.
Dream client A client with an unlimited 
budget to deliver an incentive for 50 
delegates in South America.
Alternative career A trader – I love money.
Goals before 40 By 30 I want to be in a 
director role at an agency and by 40 I want 
the perfect mum-work balance.



Three properties in L.A., three good reasons to stay.
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Chantel Kennaugh, 25
LOGISTICS MANAGER 
JACK MORTON WORLDWIDE
Chantel knew she wanted to see the world 
and be in a creative environment. She saw 
an advert for an intern at Jack Morton 
which asked to provide a memorable 
experience and applied.

Boss says “When asked to put her life on 
hold for three months and fly to Rio within 
the week for our Olympic work with 
Samsung, she absolutely jumped at the 
opportunity and relished every moment 
from the experience,” says Pamela Rutter, 
SVP, director of logistics.
Best project I’ve worked on Last year at
the Rio Olympic Games. It was an 
unforgettable experience and so 
rewarding to see people leave with
a smile on their faces.
Most challenging moment A large fashion 
event for Wella in Barcelona. It was 
challenging to make sure the team were in 
the right place and to keep up to date with 
changing timings.
Dream client I love sport and I found the 
Paralympics at Rio inspiring, so I’d like to 
do something like the London Marathon. 
Charity events are really rewarding.
Alternative career I’d like to write novels 
that are turned into screenplays.
Goals before 40 I owe a lot of my 
opportunities to my workplace mentors. 
I would love to develop leadership skills so
I can lead a team in the same way that my 
managers have.

Endellion King, 34
SENIOR PROJECT MANAGER
ADDING VALUE
Endellion began delivering events at 
18 years old for a range of clients from 
students to pharmaceutical companies. 
After a year as an event manager in 
Toronto, he spent five years at W&O 
Events before joining Adding Value to 
deliver incentives.

Boss says “Endellion has really shone in the 
past year and has grown and developed in 
all areas of event management,” says 
managing director Tina Morris. “Bringing 
a unique flair, sense of fun and vibrancy to 
the team, he continually goes the extra mile 
to delight clients.”
Best project I’ve worked on My first-ever 
incentive was a trip to Morocco for 50 
people. I was so lucky to be looking down 
from the top of the Atlas Mountains – it felt 
like a real turning point in my career.
Most challenging moment We had an 
incentive going to Rio when the Zika virus 
broke out. The client decided to move it to 
Dubai and we had seven weeks to replan 
everything.
Dream client Comic Relief – an event that’s 
purely about giving back through laughter 
and fun.
Alternative career Travel show presenter.
Goals before 40 To visit every continent.

Jasmin Javaherian, 30
PROJECT MANAGER 
FIRST LONDON
Jasmin spent the first five years of her 
career at a B2B media company, 
managing an annual event for more than 
6,500 delegates in the US. Seeking out a 
career within a creative agency, Jasmin 
joined the FIRST team in 2013.

Boss says “Jas is an exemplary member of 
the team, a joy to work with and a huge 
asset to FIRST London,” says Emma 
Wilson, operations director.
Best project I’ve worked on A VIP social 
programme hosted at the George V, Paris, 
for a group of 50 high-net-worth 
individuals. We created a unique 
programme of experiences including 
private viewings at the Louis Vuitton 
Foundation and the Picasso Museum. 
I loved creating these “money can’t buy” 
experiences for the group.
Most challenging moment On a few 
occasions it’s ended up being the client table 
plan at a gala dinner. The combination of 
place cards, an ever-changing attendee list 
and the caterer with their allocated list of 
dietaries and 45 minutes to turn everything 
around has definitely been a challenge in 
the past.
Dream client Big budget, five-star luxury 
suppliers and a hot destination with the 
opportunity to give my creative input.
Alternative Career Restaurant critic. I’m a 
big foodie.
Goals before 40 I would love to live in 
another continent.

THE         LIST
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Louise Maamoun, 24
EVENT MANAGER
CASCADE PRODUCTIONS
During her event management degree at 
Sheffield University, Louise took her 
placement year in the events team at a 
Marriott hotel in US city Baltimore. She 
joined Cascade shortly after graduating 
and has been there ever since.

Boss says Alan Wight, managing director: 
“Louise’s drive and passion for event 
delivery led quickly to a promotion. With 
this increased responsibility we saw an 
outstanding change in her ability to manage 
multiple projects to the highest standards.”
Best project I’ve worked on A charity gala 
dinner that helped raise £1m for the 
Alzheimer’s Society. It was a full evening 
with spectacular entertainment, firework 
displays and motorbike stunts. The project 
gave me invaluable experience.
Most challenging moment We created a hotel 
room as an immersive experience but when 
we arrived on site the client changed their 
mind on the design.
Dream client My dream client would be a 
luxury ski company, I would love to 
arrange a variety of events and festivals in 
different resorts throughout the ski season.
Alternative career An Olympic swimmer. 
Goals before 40 Stay with the Cascade team 
and help it expand into different countries.

Hew Belgrave, 30
SENIOR EVENT PRODUCER
SMYLE
Hew did a placement year at BMW sports 
marketing and met Smyle while he was 
there. After some travelling and freelance 
work he joined Smyle eight years ago.

Boss says “Hew is a hugely talented member 
of our team and a true Smyle legend. He has 
contributed much in his seven years with us, 
leading some of our largest and most 
complex projects with great success,” says 
Dominic Thomas-Smith, director.
Best project I’ve worked on The opening and 
closing of the Ryder Cup in 2014.
Most challenging moment Last year a venue 
pulled out of a public-facing event and we 
needed a new venue capable of taking 
15,000 people with a lead time of three 
weeks. We ended up using The O2 and it 
was amazing.
Dream client Red Bull with whom we 
actually work. Or a large-scale music event, 
festival or carnival, like Bestival.
Alternative career I’d work on a farm as 
both myself and my wife’s family own 
farms. It’s similar because the work is all 
project based and hands on.
Goals before 40 Continue working with the 
biggest brands. I’d like to be head of events 
and do some research into farming so I can 
eventually run away to a farm.

Jaime Mistry, 30 
EVENT DIRECTOR
CIEVENTS
After moving to Sydney, Jaime dabbled in 
events and completed a six-month 
diploma. She then moved around between 
agency and corporate roles, before 
landing her job at cievents’ London office.

Boss says “No matter how busy Jaime is 
she is always smiling and enthusiastic and 
always finds a way to help the team, 
whether that’s taking on a new task within 
the company, helping on other events or 
showing us something with her amazing 
Excel skills,” says Catherine Harding, 
business leader. 
Best project I’ve worked on It’s happening 
now. I am taking a group of 85 to Iceland 
and for the first time I’ll be seeing 
something new at the same time as them.
Most challenging moment Last year I took 
120 delegates to Sri Lanka on an incentive 
trip. Our train broke down so to keep the 
delegates entertained I set up trivia, games 
and had someone play the guitar.
Dream client A festival with celebrities and 
music. It’s the most high-pressure event out 
there and I love music.
Alternative career I think I’d be a primary 
school teacher. I love teaching people, 
especially that ‘Aha’ moment. It’s the same 
moment that you get on site at events.
Goals before 40 I’d like to work for one of 
CI’s global offices, heading up a new 
business.

“In Sri Lanka our train broke down so to keep the 
delegates entertained I set up trivia and games”
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Juskiran Sond, 28 
EVENT TECHNOLOGY MANAGER
BCD M&E
Juskiran began her career teaching IT at a 
secondary school in London before 
joining BCD M&E to work with one of 
the agency’s technology clients advising 
on technology solutions for its events.

Boss says Julie Fells, operations manager: 
“Juskiran successfully transitioned into the 
events world from an IT teaching career 
and consistently uses her technical 
experience and training skills to provide 
endless solutions to our clients’ event 
technology requests.”
Best project I’ve worked on I volunteered to 
work on an event on International Women’s 

Day, about inspiring speakers and making 
delegates aware of how to be successful as a 
woman in industry. It was a great team to 
work with.
Most challenging moment My most 
challenging moment would be on the same 
event. The technology tools we were using 
were brand new and the whole project 
lasted three to four months.
Dream client It would have to be on 
something to do with technology for a 
music industry client, like a festival or an 
awards ceremony. 
Alternative career It would still be in 
technology because that’s my passion – 
maybe digital marketing.
Goals before 40 To grow into a more senior 
role and be given more responsibility.

Tristan Norman, 28
SALES AND MARKETING DIRECTOR 
CORPORATE EVENTS
Tristan went on a work placement at 
university selling exhibition space and 
worked in exhibitions for the next eight 
years. Then he moved to the agency side 
when he came to Corporate Events and 
has been there two years.

Boss says “Tristan has overhauled the 
marketing department at Corporate Events 
and made significant changes to our 
marketing strategy. Corporate Events’ social 
media footprint has grown exponentially 
and @CE are regulars in Eventopedia’s top 
20 agencies on social media,” says Andy 
Ashley, managing director.

“We drafted 
in a 

helicopter 
from the 

Vietnamese 
government, 
then got the 
group on a 

speedboat to 
join the 
cruise”

H ELENA V ELL A ,
T H E BL ACK

TOM ATO AGENC Y
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Best project I’ve worked on I was part of a 
UBM Team that moved the IFSEC from 
Birmingham to London after two years of 
planning and battling competitive launches. 
The sense of achievement after a successful 
first show at ExCeL London was immense.
Most challenging moment I would say the 
events industry is the most accountable and 
challenging industry there is. The challenges 
happen in real time and finding solutions in 
the heat of an event makes it unique.
Dream client An international car launch 
similar to the Jaguar at the Burj Khalifa.
Alternative career Farming.
Goals before 40 To leave a legacy. I look up 
to people in the industry who are 
innovative – if I could even come close to 
some of their achievements I’ll be happy.

Amy Oliver, 31
PROJECT MANAGER
RAPIERGROUP
After finishing her degree Amy applied for 
her first events job at Emap. After nine 
years in the industry she can’t imagine 
doing anything else.

Boss says “Amy is a self-motivated and 
disciplined person, with excellent time 
management and organisational skills. 
These skills, together with her ability to 
work closely and effectively with 
customers, make Amy an excellent project 
manager for complex and high-profile 
events,” says director Rob Brazier.
Best project I’ve worked on Working on 
Sibos, which is a huge project in several 
worldwide destinations. I thrive on 
concepts coming together. 
Most challenging moment In Singapore we 
needed black bamboo stems for a feature 
which were difficult to get. The solution 
I found was to paint normal bamboo with 
black paint and attach artificial leaves.
Dream client I love fashion and music so 
any event that involved both. Maybe 
London Fashion Week or Glastonbury.
Alternative career I enjoy writing and 
travelling so a travel writer.
Goals before 40 To continue working on 
national-scale events, broaden my portfolio 
and strive to challenge myself further.

Helena Vella, 28
PROJECT MANAGER
THE BLACK TOMATO AGENCY
Having graduated with a degree in english 
literature, Helena took an intern role at 
Black Tomato in sales promotion and has 
been with the agency since, holding 
several roles before moving into events.

Boss says “I’ve managed Helena for the 
past two years and seen her grow into a 
competent project manager going from 
strength to strength with each project,” 
says Jessica Charles, head of operations. 
“Her ability to progress at this speed is only 
possible with her ‘can-do’ attitude.”
Best event I’ve worked on I’m working on 
an incentive to Japan for 100 people visiting 
Hiroshima, Kyoto and Tokyo this May. It’s 
an exciting itinerary including a bullet train 
carriage takeover – it’s going to be 
challenging, but I can’t wait.

Most challenging moment We were flying 
an incentive group from Hanoi to Halong 
Bay in three groups. A technical problem 
meant the pilot could not fly the third 
group and all commercial helicopters were 
booked up. The delegates were due to join a 
cruise so we drafted in a helicopter from 
the Vietnamese government then got the 
group on a speedboat to join the cruise.
Dream client I love the Royal Family so a 
Royal Wedding would be great.
Alternative career Something to do with 
food, such as a food critic. I love Man v. 
Food – perhaps I could be his sidekick.
Goals before 40 I’d love to have run an 
event on all seven continents – I’ve done 
four already so just three to go.

Megan Grant, 28
SENIOR ACCOUNT MANAGER
TOP BANANA
After coming second in a country-wide 
marketing competition run by L’Oreal, 
the hair brand awarded Megan a role in its 
product division to work on the L’Oreal 
Colour Trophy. Having got a taste for 
events, she moved agency-side with Top 
Banana in 2013.

Boss says “Megan has grown massively 
across all areas of her role, from creative 
pitch writing, leading meetings with CEOs, 
to delivering memorable events both in the 
UK and overseas,” says Richard Bridge, 
creative director and joint owner.
Best project I’ve worked on Coming from a 
fashion background, the event we delivered 
for a luxury fashion house in Copenhagen 
in 2014 was brilliant. We had projection 
mapping and amazing dinner venues. It 
taught me the level of detail needed.
Most challenging moment We had an 
outdoor festival for a drinks brand but we 
had to find a new location within the venue 
at the last minute. It turned out brilliantly.
Dream client I would love to work for a 
music festival. It would definitely add 
another string to my bow.
Alternative career A radio presenter.
Goals before 40 To keep climbing the 
ladder while seeing the world.

(left to right) 
Juskiran Sond,

Tristan Norman,
Amy Oliver (top),

Helena Vella,
Megan Grant
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Claudia Leimgruber, 24
PROJECT MANAGER
BRANDFUEL
Claudia has always wanted to work in 
events as she loves organising. She moved 
to London to study for an events diploma, 
completed an internship then started with 
Brandfuel in 2015.

Boss says “Claudia has worked on many of 
our biggest international projects. Her 
attention to detail and clear-headed project 
planning has been remarkable and 
contributed to the success of these projects,” 
says Geoff Iredale, group account director.
Best project I’ve worked on I’ve loved all my 
projects. Every event is so different and 
there’s so much variation. Seeing an event 
come to life makes it worth it.
Most challenging moment Being on site – 
because of the long hours and it takes a lot 
of energy.
Dream client For a sports gear company, 
such as Nike.
Alternative career I don’t think there’s an 
alternative for me because I’ve always really 
wanted to work in events.
Goals before 40 To broaden my knowledge 
and move up to producer level.

Kate Kelly, 30
VENUE RELATIONSHIP MANAGER
FISHER
Kate completed an event management 
degree at Leeds Beckett University. She 
started on festivals, then working with 
venues and now she works for Fisher.

Boss says “Kate is highly professional and 
motivated, working beyond her years in an 
extremely fast-paced and demanding 
environment. Kate’s commercial acumen 
means she was the obvious candidate to 
take on added responsibilities around our 
boosted sales department,” says Emma 
Barrow, general manager for venues 
business.
Best project I’ve ever worked on The closing 
party of Team USA at the 2012 Olympics. 
We organised two parties with 2,000 
people attending each one.
Most challenging moment My current role, 
because everyday is so different and 
I never know what I’m faced with. It can 
be strategic or developing commercial 
areas. 
Dream client I would love to work on the 
Superbowl half-time show because there’s 
a great buzz and atmosphere around the 
event.
Alternative career Working for MI5 as an 
undercover spy. I’ve been told that I have an 
excellent poker face.
Goals before 40 I’d like to be a head of 
department either within a top London 
agency or in-house for a consumer brand. 

Ryan Galloway, 33
SENIOR BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT 
MANAGER
WILDGOOSE EVENTS
Ryan has been working in the events 
industry since he was 18, for agencies 
including Motivaction, Maximillion Events 
and Smyle. Since starting at Wildgoose six 
years ago, he has seen the agency grow from 
five members of staff to 35.

Boss says Priya Taylor, head of sales: “Ryan 
is an asset to Wildgoose. Whether seeking 
out new clients, working on complex 
proposals or getting out in the field and 
managing events, Ryan shows commitment 
and passion in all he does.”
Best project I’ve worked on Wildgoose 
partnered with the Cannonball Run 
Europe to produce an app for delegates to 
use in their cars. A space became available 
and I got to drive 2,500 miles around 
Europe in an Aston Martin.
Most challenging moment At an event in 
Bangkok we lost ten South Korean 
delegates for an hour. Thankfully they 
found their way back to us. Bangkok can be 
quite an unforgiving destination.
Dream client I’d love to deliver a big car 
launch for McClaren.
Alternative career I was going to train as an 
RAF pilot. I’m quite an adrenaline junkie.
Goals before 40 To climb Mount Everest. 

THE         LIST
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“I try and go to Formula 1 every year at Silverstone and 
I would love to organise something on that scale”

THE         LIST

Claire Garlick, 29
EVENT MANAGER 
CAPITA TRAVEL AND EVENTS
Claire began her career with Capita Travel 
and Events and has been with the 
company ever since, working her way up 
from the venue-finding team to the events 
division where she has been for the past 
six years.

Boss says “Claire is a respected and valued 
member of our team, and is regularly 
named in customer reviews as an asset to 
our business for exceeding objectives,” says 
Kim Collins, director of events.
Best project I’ve worked on We delivered a 
two-week long event in Geneva and I had to 
relocate to our Swindon office for three days 
a week for four months. It was the largest 
event I’ve worked on and the team morale 
around the project produced a real buzz.
Most challenging moment I had to arrange 
transfers to Manchester Airport for 150 
people on the spot when a flight from 
Lisbon had to be redirected to Liverpool 
because of bad weather.
Dream client I try and go to Formula 1 
every year at Silverstone and I would love to 
organise something on that scale.
Alternative career I’ve always wanted to go 
into property development. 
Goals before 40 To increase my expertise 
in event management.

Nicola Holmes, 31 
SENIOR PROJECT MANAGER 
XSEM
Nicola started in events with Banks 
Sadler working in the agency’s venue 
finding team before relocating to the 
capital with CWT Meetings & Events. 
A move back up north to join NYS 
Corporate followed before taking on a 
full-time events role with XSEM.

Boss says “From day one Nicola has shown 
a phenomenal commitment to our clients, 
their projects and this company,” says Dan 
Bardgett, managing director.
Best project I’ve worked on We delivered a 
forum for 600 of Molton Coors’ sales 
managers at St George’s Park in September. 
It was the first big event we managed for the 
brand since winning the business and the 
feedback from the delegates was brilliant.
Most challenging moment Every year we 
organise the ticketing for 300 corporate 
delegates at the Grand National. The 
constant changes to the guest list and the 
ambition to keep making the experience 
better is a real challenge.
Dream client My dream would be to do 
more football-related events. Working with 
the national team would be awesome.
Alternative career Countryside cafe owner.
Goals before 40 To own a house and to 
travel to South America. 

Selina Pridmore, 34
HEAD OF PRODUCT
CHILLISAUCE
Selina worked with FlightCentre for ten 
years before joining Chillisauce to help 
run the agency’s incentives and leisure 
business. 

Boss says Michael Chidzey, marketing 
director: “Since joining Chillisauce, Selina 
has transformed the company’s product 
department, merging both business-to-
consumer and business-to-business teams 
and working hard to build and develop a 
strong team around her.”
Best project I’ve worked on We ran an 
internal incentive initiative and gave 
everyone in the company their own part to 
play. We took staff to Valencia and 
feedback said that it was the best trip they’d 
ever been on. We’ve repeated the initiative 
again this year to make this an annual trip.
Most challenging moment I was an account 
manager at FlightCentre for Malaysia 
Airlines [when an aircraft crashed in the 
Ukraine in 2014]. We had to find out if
we had any customers on board before 
working with the airline to help recover
its business.
Dream client I have a real interest in the 
music industry so would like to work on an 
event like The Miami Winter Music 
Conference.
Alternative career A gin distiller.
Goals before 40 To make it to product 
director and to help Chillisauce become one 
of the top five agencies in the UK.
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Jess Banks  23
ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE
EX EVENTS
Jess is organised, loves socialising and keen 
not to be sat at a desk. She did some work 
experience at Ex Events and after helping 
deliver a conference was offered a job.

Boss says “Jess has been a real breath of 
fresh air since joining Ex Events. She has 
the likeability factor that makes her 
popular with clients and has great desire to 
go that extra mile to ensure every event is 
delivered to the highest of standards. She is 
immensely professional and I have no doubt 
will have a long and successful career,” says 
Mel Atkins, managing director.
Best project I’ve worked on We did a charity 
gala dinner for London Air Ambulance at 
the Guildhall. I love charity events because 
I believe I can make a difference.
Most challenging moment During an event 
the audiovisual went down midway 
through the CEO’s speech. There’s hardly 
anything you can do in that moment, so it’s 
really challenging to take a step back.
Dream client Holding a gala dinner for a 
charity, for example Mind. These kinds of 
events give me a personal sense of 
achievement and remain with me.
Alternative career Two weeks before I began 
in events I sat my nursing exams. If I wasn’t 
doing this I would be in healthcare.
Goals before 40 I want to be at senior 
account manager-level managing a team of 
people. I would also like to have worked 
abroad for a few years.

Stephanie Gray, 32
SENIOR PROJECT MANAGER
PRINCIPAL GLOBAL EVENTS
After graduating from Bournemouth 
University in 2006, Stephanie wrote to 
more than 100 agencies looking for her 
first role in events. She got her break at 
CL Events & Venues before moving to 
Principal where she has been since 2009.

Boss says “Stephanie has always been a key 
employee who is committed to excellence in 
every area of her role. Stephanie has formed 
excellent relationships with her many 
clients,” says director Anupa White.
Best project I’ve worked on In 2015, we took 
a software client to the Monaco Grand Prix 
where we delivered the best of the best.

The group stayed at the Fairmont Monte 
Carlo, which overlooks the track so 
delegates got to watch the race from 
corporate hospitality. Monaco during the 
Grand Prix is electrifying.
Most challenging moment We had to 
organise 22 events in four days at the 
Cannes Lions festival for one of our media 
clients. With a small team we had to 
manage celebrity appearances and bands 
while dealing with different suppliers.
Dream client To organise an incentive that 
showcases the best of Japan. It’s such a 
beautiful country with so much diversity.
Alternative career Running a B&B in some 
exotic location.
Goals before 40 I would like to become an 
event director within the company.

Bess Penty, 31
ACCOUNT TEAM MANAGER 
BANKS SADLER
Bess fell into events after university 
temping at a stag- and hen-do company. 
After delivering association events and 
commercial conferencing, she wanted to 
step up to a client account role and joined 
Banks Sadler in 2015.

Boss says “Bess is a pleasure to work with 
and is a consummate professional,” says 
operations director Karen Rice. “She is 
always supporting her team and delivering 
the highest standards for our clients.”
Best project I’ve worked on The most 
exciting event I’ve worked on was a 3,000 
delegate incentive in Hawaii. The site was a 
challenge but we had a great programme 
and it was great to see how impactful 
Hawaii was for our guests.
Most challenging moment We had recently 
won some business but the client suddenly 
brought the event forward to three weeks 
time and then added an extra three events 
and 400 delegates. We had to pool 
resources very quickly.
Dream client An event for a small, but very 
high-end client to deliver an old-school, 
exclusive, money-can’t-buy incentive.
Alternative career Maybe in the arts 
producing musical theatre.
Goals before 40 I would love to lead 
business operations for the company; 
opening new country offices, business 
resource planning and financial 
development.

Sara Newbold, 30 
SENIOR PROJECT MANAGER 
WORLDSPAN 
For her 18th birthday, Sara’s parents let her 
plan her party. That’s when she knew she 
wanted to get into events. After landing 
her first events job at an international 
charity, she joined Worldspan in 2015 after 
relocating to north Wales. 

Boss says “Sara has a strong customer 
service ethos and as an event professional 
she has shown from day one with us that 
nothing fazes her. Sara’s commitment to 
delivering projects flawlessly has been 
instrumental in building relationships with 
clients and colleagues alike,” says Amy 
Quinn, head of pharmaceutical services.

(left to right) 
Jess Banks,

Stephanie Gray,
Bess Penty,

Sara Newbold,
Paul Moynihan
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“For my 18th 
birthday my 

parents let 
me plan my 

birthday 
party. That’s 
when I knew 

I wanted to 
get into 
events”

SA R A N EW BOLD, 
WOR LDSPA N

Best project I’ve ever worked on An event 
I’ve just come back from in Hong Kong at 
the new Kerry Hotel. Ours was the first 
group to be hosted there. I did two site 
inspections while work was underway, so 
it’s been amazing to see the progression of 
that. We’ve had amazing feedback and 
I feel really positive about the experience. 
Most challenging moment The first event 
I was the project manager for. I was worried 
about meeting the clients’ expectations.
Dream client Any sporting event.
Alternative career I did a year out in the 
Caribbean sailing so I think I’d like to be a 
host on a private yacht. I love sailing.
Goals before 40 I’d like to be doing more 
events and seeing different places. I hope 
my career will take me all over the world.

Paul Moynihan  29
DIRECTOR
AOK EVENTS 
Paul started his own teambuilding 
business at university and then set up 
online venue finding business, 
wefindvenues.com, which was later
partly acquired by AOK Events.

Boss says “Since AOK Events invested in 
We Find Venues and Paul joined AOK, we 
have seen a tremendous increase in the 
number of quality, inbound venue find 
enquiries that having a significant digital 
presence brings. Paul is part of a 
management team responsible for 
delivering a 65% increase in venue finding 
revenues this year. Charismatic and a 

natural leader, he has a bright future,” says 
Alex Hewitt, CEO.
Best project I’ve worked on In venue 
finding we do more multi-day residentials, 
however last year a global beauty firm held 
a three-day conference in London. It was 
for a prestigious client and public facing, 
which presents numerous fun challenges.
Most challenging moment We started in a 
market where online venue finding was not 
established. Getting venues on board is as 
hard as chasing clients.
Dream client A five-day residential client.
Alternative career I have a degree in 
economics so a career in The City.
Goals before 40 I want to continue growing 
my team and  prioritising the development 
of our website technology. 
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Stacey Close, 32
ACCOUNT MANAGER
IN2EVENTS
Stacey’s career began working as a 
freelance designer for luxury hotels 
around the world before moving into the 
global technology industry. Seeking a role 
that appealed to her creative outlook, she 
took on an account management role at 
In2Events last year.

Boss says “When starting, Stacey asked me: 
‘Where do I start with my training’, and 
I responded: ‘Well, we need to learn the 
world, so best get going’, and she’s doing 
very well at that,” says Gavin Farley, 
managing director.
Best project I’ve worked on The greatest 
thing for me is coming in and working with 
our key client accounts and seeing them 
grow during the past year, which has been 
a great personal and company achievement.
Most challenging moment The scenario of 
picking yourself and the team up when any 
pitches aren’t successful. 
Dream client I love rugby so if I ever got the 
opportunity to work with the England 
Rugby team it would be a dream come true.
Alternative career I would always consider 
going back to the design industry. 
Goals before 40 To aim towards the account 
director role and perhaps move into a 
business consultancy role.

Kirsty Northage, 35
ACCOUNT MANAGER
FIRST EVENT
After moving to London in 2004, Kirsty 
fell into events and discovered her 
passion. After delivering projects for 
several charities and international 
corporates, she moved returned to Leeds 
in 2016 to join First Event.

Boss says “No one could deny that Kirsty is 
a rising star in our industry. Her passion, 
drive and attention to detail make her a 
client favourite,” says Dawn Mitchell, 
operations director.
Best project I’ve worked on Last year we 
delivered an incentive in Florence and 
Tuscany. We took the delegates on a vintage 
car rally and ended at a lovely winery. It 
was absolutely beautiful, like being on a 
Hollywood movie set.
Most challenging moment Our branded 
supplies for a launch event got stuck in 
customs a day before the event began, and 
we had 24 hours to find an alternative from 
local suppliers. 
Dream client I would love to work at The 
Oscars. No one would open the wrong 
envelope on my watch!
Alternative career To be part of a 
professional choir that toured the world.
Goals before 40 To still be at First Event – 
there are many exciting things happening.

Holly Andrews, 30
PRODUCER 
DRP
Holly started at drp four years ago. She 
was offered a job lasting a month and then 
a part-time position in the project 
management team. She’s been a producer 
for the past two years.

Boss says “Holly is exceptionally talented, 
she thinks beyond what’s in front of her, 
always looking at the bigger picture. She 
has great judgement, which coupled with 
her creative eye makes for a great outcome,” 
says Matt Franks, director of events.
Best project I’ve worked on A dance 
competition for a cancer charity. Everyone 
was in good spirits and there was lots of 
glitter. I’m used to corporate events 
wh ereas this was more theatrical. It was a 
chance to give back to local charities.
Most challenging moment The past two 
years because I’ve been learning the whole 
time. At Christmas, I turned an event 
around in nine weeks for a finance 
company. The client was really impressed. 
Dream client The Met Gala. It’s decadent 
and can be as creative as you want. You’d 
be working with the top people in the 
industry. It’s in a beautiful building with 
many celebrities attending. 
Alternative career Astronomer or 
underwater camera woman. I want to 
travel the world and see amazing wildlife.
Goals before 40 Director-level at drp and
be in charge of an event with more than 
14,000 delegates, like The Olympics.

“I would love to work at The Oscars. No one 
would open the wrong envelope on my watch!”
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Possible  professions

Concerns about the 
Zika virus lead to 
Adding Value’s client 
to relocate an 
incentive from Rio to 
Dubai, leaving 
Endellion King with 
seven weeks to replan 
the whole event. 

A technical problem 
with a seaplane nearly 
left a group of The 
Black Tomato Agency’s 
delegates stranded in 
Hanoi. Helena Vella 
thought fast and 
managed to draft in a 
helicopter from the 

Vietnamese 
government that 
reunited them safely 
with the rest of the 
group in Halong Bay.

Pure Events’ Janine 
Hart delivered an 
incentive for 50 
delegates in Croatia 

with an incredible 
programme awaiting 
the group. However, 
the forecast changed 
suddenly and it rained 
for nearly the entire trip 
forcing Hart to change 
the whole programme 
at the last minute.

‘EAT, DR I N K AN D M A KE MERRY’ WOULD BE T HIS YEAR’S
A LISTERS’ MOT TO IF T HEY CHOSE ALTERNAT I V E CAREERS

In the heat of the moment...

LIGHTS, CAMERA, ACTION!
Having an eye for the theatrical is always a good prerequisite for successful 
event professionals, but this year’s A Listers take this to a whole new level. 
Banks Sadler’s Bess Penty confessed her love for musical theatre to C&IT when 
asked what her alternative career would be, while Chantel Kennaugh of Jack 
Morton fancies penning a novel before adapting it for the big screen.

EATING EXAMS
More than a fair share of this 
year’s A List would fancy 
themselves as food critics – none 
more so than The Black Tomato 
Group’s Helena Vella. “I love Man 
v. Food – perhaps I could be his 
sidekick. I’m sure I could give him 
a run for his money and beat him.”

BRUSH-UP BREWERY
From running a countryside cafe to opening 
a B&B in an exotic location, the 2017 A List 
certainly have an entrepreneurial streak. 
“I’d open a pub called ‘Paws and Pints’. 
People would come in for a pint while we 
groomed their dog,” says Ash� eld Meetings 
& Events’ Heather Sharp. 

THE         LIST
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